ABSTRACT--- The present paper presents a proposed model and examines the literature review of trust on the relationship between perceived organizational support and psychological employment contract breach. Most of the previous study on psychological contract were conducted in the Asian and western world and very scanty in African countries. Hence, psychological employment contract breach, particularly in Nigeria which is a developing country, has been discussed. Mixed results was found regarding the relationship between perceived organizational support, trust and psychological employment contract breach. Conclusively, suggestion was made for future research.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Psychological contract plays a crucial role in assisting to defining and understanding contemporary employment relationship in an organization because it is a conceptual vehicle that define expectation that employee–employer have for one another [1], [2] and the level at which the organization ensures the fulfillment of employment psychological contract plays a crucial role in strengthening the relationship between and employee in work place [3], [4]. Employee perception has a great influence on how they view their employer and the organization as a whole.

A contract is a set of rules that defines the mutual obligations and rights which are essential to manage an exchange relationship [5] and employment contract, involves the term of an exchange regarding the quantity of employees time in exchange for certain amount i.e. wage or salary [6]. Hence, employees always have the expectation that the employer should adhere to the terms and conditions of employment by fulfilling it accordingly as it has large impact on the workers perception in work place. Perhaps, when there is an unfair treatment by employer, employees would regularly observe that the employer has failed to sufficiently meet up its promises, and therefore, develop a feeling that their contractual agreement with the organization has been breached [7], [8] which can result to high emotional effects, such as feelings of betrayal and frustration [9]-[11].

Despite the importance of psychological contract to an employee in an organization, it is confronted with issues of breach in Nigeria educational sector, knowing fully well that globally, Universities are considered as the citadel of academic excellence, knowledge, source of intellectualism and above all, the suitable environment for the grooming future leaders [12] and lecturers serves as key factor in achieving the aims and objectives of any university system [13].

While, the advanced nations have enormous and sound higher educational institutions thereby seeing education as governance, the under-developed countries remain at the basic foundation and incessantly lack the value for the need of taking it with utmost importance [14], [15] as can be found in Nigeria public universities where series of employment contract were breached by the employer.

More so, when employees in organization perceived that the employer has failed to adequately fulfil its promised responsibilities, they develop the feelings that their employment contract has been breached, and it is on this note that the study of [16] stated that employment contract breach by employer is positively related to employee feelings of discrimination in the organization.

Furthermore, when employer fails to fulfil their promises to employee, trust is negatively affected [17]. This is because employee will no longer have confidence on the employer due to perceived disappointment on psychological contract, knowing fully well that distrust over employment contract may direct to dispute on employment contract. More so, perceived organizational support is one of the factor that influences psychological contract breach [18] and psychological contract itself is based on the level of trust in the other party’s integrity; that’s is, a belief that the other party will meet up to their obligation and promises [19].

The objective of the present research is to review literatures on perceived organizational support, trust and psychological employment contract breach in Nigeria public universities. The article is organized in following sequence. Background of the study, problem statement, Review of previous literatures, conclusions and suggestion for future research.
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II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Fulfilment of psychological contract is paramount because when organization adhere strictly to promises made to employee, the later tend to put in their best for the organization in terms of both behaviours and attitude [20]. As this singular act encourages the employees regarding the honour and regards being attached to them by their employer. The need to ensure that psychological contract is maintained on employees in the academia is of utmost importance as lecturers serves as the key element of steering the affairs of the institutions [13]. Because through effective psychological contract, wide range of problems such as feeling of betrayal, deviancy, distrust, negative attitude at work place among others is reduced or halt [9]-[11], [21], [22].

Furthermore, while most of the studies of psychological contract breach is conducted in developed world such as Asia and European countries, less attention is attached to it in developing and underdeveloped countries and Nigeria to be specific [23], [4] therefore, it is important to examine psychological contract breach in African countries and Nigeria to be specific [24].

Similarly, for an organization to always be Successful, it must try to keep their employees satisfied and motivated in carrying out their jobs [25] knowing fully well that In any educational settings, lecturers are regarded to be the pillars of society due to their great task in training and educating students to become future leaders [26]. Therefore, when they are psychologically stable with their jobs, they tend to be satisfied, innovative, creative, and initiative in performance [27], [28]. And this is missing in Nigeria public university as promotions are being delayed and sacking of lecturers without following due process [13], [29]-[32]. All these problems influences the perception of employee in the organisation thereby perceiving psychological employment contract breach. It was stated that Nigeria is faced with series of challenges resulting to industrial action which requires serious government/employer commitment [33].

It is based on this observation that perceived organizational support has an influence on psychological employment contract breach in Nigeria public universities. Based on previous studies, perceived organizational support has an influence on psychological employment contract breach [34]. Similarly, in [35] in their study found that perceived organizational support influences psychological contract breach. While contrarily, some research did not found any notable direct influence between perceived organizational support and psychological contract breach [36], [37].

Furthermore, studies also revealed trust is another factor that significantly influences psychological contract breach [38] while contrarily, some current studies revealed otherwise [39]. Based on this contradictory results, there is an evidence of existing gap in literature concerning the relationship between perceived organizational support, trust, and psychological employment contract breach. Therefore, the present study will attempt to fill this existing gap, considering the problem of the study, the objective will be achieved accordingly.

III. DISCUSSION & RESULTS

Psychological Employment Contract Breach Defined

Psychological contract in an organization was viewed by researchers as being established via model of unconscious motives, needs and expectations [40] because employees have expectations in mind which is expected to be fulfilled by employer as promised. Therefore, psychological contract is an “individual’s beliefs regarding the terms and conditions of a reciprocal exchange agreement between that focal person and another party” [19]. Hence, serves as mental perception that binds the employer and employee terms and exchange agreements [7]. But it transformed to psychological contract breach due to “failure of organizations or employer to respond to an employee’s contribution in ways the individual believes they are obligated to do so” [19], [41]. Other scholars viewed it as “the cognitions that one’s organization has failed to meet one or more obligations within one’s psychological contract in a manner that commensurate with one’s contributions” [9].

Furthermore, perceived obligations that are expected to be reciprocated by employer to employee in an organization may include the following; compensation, job security and career growth opportunities which is transacted in exchange for employee contributions [7]. Researchers has elaborated that perceived breach in a work place have negative impact for both employees and employer including reduced commitment, low organizational citizenship behaviors, reduced job satisfaction and increased negative perception towards the organization, with an intention to quit [2]. This is because employee tend to loose trust and confidence in employer leading to development of negative attitudes that may affect employee input in an organization.

In addition, in [42] stated that psychological contract breach has various constituents which are as follows: Delay in fulfilling promises made on the part of employer or organization, providing or delivering below what was promised between employer and employee, providing promises differently from the initial type or form of stated agreement, unfairness where what individual receives is seeming as being fewer than or dissimilar from what others in the same positions are getting which signifies discrimination among employee, and reciprocal inequality where an individual observes that their input outweighs what the employer is providing them in return as compensation for job done, generating to different views of the initial terms of employment contract by which an employee was hired.

Perceived Organizational Support and Psychological Employment Contract Breach

Several studies examined the relationship between Perceived organizational support and Psychological employment contract breach, however, the result of the research are contradictory. Based on the opinion of different studies, perceived organizational support is basically centered on employees’ perception regarding how the
employer values their contribution to the organization and showing concern about their well-being [43]-[45]. When employees are involved in decision making, sharing of information, given recognition, training and self-management teams, it enhances perceived organizational support leading to employee job satisfaction, loyalty, job commitment and performance [46], [47]. Hence, employers should ensure that they try as much as possible to grant the promises made to employees, as this singular act would strengthen the trust and confidence between them.

More so, researchers consider the fact that perceived organizational support influences psychological employment contract breach [35], [48]. Other studies revealed that there is an encouraging impact of the perceived organizational support on psychological employment contract breach [37], [49]. While on the other hand, some findings revealed that there is weak or insignificant relationship between perceived organizational support and psychological employment contract breach [50], [51] as this has resulted to contradictory result based of previous studies and review of literatures respectively.

Trust and Psychological Employment Contract Breach. According to [52], it defined Trust as “one's expectations, assumptions, or beliefs about the likelihood that another's future actions will be beneficial, favourable, or at least not detrimental to one's interests”. It is an important variable that strengthen employee –employer relationship at long run [53]. Studies have revealed that employees perception of employment contract breach can be reduced or overcome by trust as it decreases their frustration that may lead to crises in place of work [53]-[55], because it is built on employer – employee mutual obligation of exchange relationship over time [56]. Maintaining trust between employer and employee goes a long way in enhancing stated organizational aims and objectives in an effective and efficient manner. This is because employees would be encouraged to put in their best for the organization.

Previous studies have shown that trust is positively related to psychological employment contract breach and results indicated that there is significant relationship between trust and psychological contract breach [38], [53], [55]. More so, other literature review resulted in negative influence regarding the relationship between trust and psychological employment breach [39], [57] which signifies mixed result and inconsistencies in results.

**Proposed Conceptual Model**

Going by aforementioned, the purpose of this article presents a model which shows the relationship between perceived organizational support, trust and psychological employment contract breach. The model is derived from the review of previous literatures and it shows the mediating influence of trust on perceived organizational support and psychological employment contract breach. The arrow depicts direction of relationship that exist among the variables. The proposed model reveals that the relationship perceived organizational support and psychological employment contract breach is contingent on the mediating variable which is trust. More so, the proposed model signifies that trust has an influence on psychological contract and psychological employment contract breach.

**Proposed Methodology**

From the previous literatures, it show that studies that were conducted on the variable made use of survey research design and the unit of analysis is the organization using employees of the organization as respondents so as to fill the questionnaires by providing answers accordingly. This signifies the usage of questionnaire as an instrument for data collection for the purpose of reaching maximum number of respondents which is suitable for the study when compared to interview were just a few respondents can be reached. Hence, the use of survey and questionnaire was also proposed in the present study. The questionnaires would be administered to academic staff of 13 Nigerian public universities in the North western region of the country. This is because the issue concerns them and the study tries to see ways of improving perceived breach among lecturers of these institutions. There is total number of 7,062 lecturers that are employees of these institution would be selected through table size by [58] that will result to sample size of 367. Hence, stratified random sampling would be used for selection.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

There have been contrary studies on the relationship between perceived organizational support, trust, and psychological employment contract breach. Some researches show positive, significant and or negative relationship among these variables. Considering the contrary nature of studies, therefore, there is the need to investigate the relationship among this variable and with the aim of providing result and recommendation.
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